2022-2024 WEBINAR CALENDAR

- **21 February 2022, h 3 p.m.** – Chiara Bruzzano, PhD, Researcher and Lecturer on contract, University of Leeds; TESOL Lecturer on contract, Open University of Catalunya; Language Trainer, SLAM Centre; Founder and Manager, LanguagEd
  *Insegnare ad ascoltare: difficoltà, strategie e attività didattiche*

- **10 November 2022, h 3 p.m.** – Andrea Vitali, Trainer of Italian language for foreigners, SLAM Centre
  *Dogme come approccio di insegnamento olistico per classi di lingua con abilità miste*

- **20 February 2023, h 3 p.m.** – Antonio Bardo, Teacher of Italian language and culture
  *GIOCARE DA GRANDI. Il gioco nelle classi di lingua con apprendenti adulti*

- **May 2023** – Valeria Cattaneo, Trainer of English language and Italian language for foreigners, SLAM Centre; Trainer of English language and Italian language for specific purposes in corporate contexts; Coauthor of the Italian language for foreigners project named *Sull’Onda dell’Italiano* for Radio Statale; Cofounder and game designer and developer of the project named LexiEscapeRoom
  *Escape Games & Serious games per la didattica*

- **November 2023** - Brigitta Joebstl-Berger, Professor on contract, Università degli Studi di Milano; Certified Examiner for the international ÖSD German language certificate, SLAM Centre; German language Trainer, SLAM Centre
  *L’insegnamento del linguaggio di economia all’università – multi-tasking in presenza e in stanze virtuali*

- **February 2024** - Ilaria Borro, PhD; Trainer of Italian language for foreigners, SLAM Centre; Research and Action Group on Language Learning; Lecturer in Modern Foreign Languages, School of Languages and Applied Linguistics, University of Portsmouth (UK)
  *Espressioni formulaiche nella lingua seconda: fondamenti psicolinguistici, evidenze empiriche e spunti didattici*

All SLAM webinars are held remotely through the Microsoft Teams platform. Registration opens about one month prior to the webinar date through an online form which is made available on the webpage of the SLAM Centre. Webinar recordings are made available on the same webpage.